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Profile: F 850 GS
The F 850 GS is as comfortable off the road as it is on

The BMW F 850 GS is a bike built for adventure and challenges. It’s easy to ride, handles beautifully
and conquers the off-road more comfortably than some bikes handle bumpy streets.

Engine performance

True to its name, the BMW F 850
GS bears an 853cc, twin-cylinder
engine that produces 90
horsepower and 63 lb-ft of torque.
That’s an additional 55 cubic
centimeters over the old F 800 GS,
made possible thanks to increased
bore and stroke, and 10 more
horsepower to show for it. Tested
over more than 620,000 miles, this
new engine is full of potential and
as sweet as they come. The new
ride-by-wire throttle is free of
jerkiness, and the new,
lighter-action “anti-hop” clutch
makes the F 850 GS easy to ride at
low speeds. Two counterbalance
shafts filter out the vibes,
contributing to a truly stable and
velvet-like smoothness even as you
rev the engine past 8,000 rpm.

Ride ergonomics

The BMW F 850 GS rides on a new, stiffer monocoque bridge-design frame with a steering geometry
that BMW redesigned to make the bike less twitchy. Previously located under the seat, the fuel tank is
now between the thighs, improving the center of gravity. The exhaust was moved from the left to the
right to facilitate swinging a leg over the bike.

The comfortable saddle, slender fuel tank, generous legroom, wind-resisting bodywork and natural bar
position all contribute to an exceptionally comfortable riding experience. The upright riding position is
also great off the asphalt. You can soften up the suspension using the optional,
electronically-adjustable shocks to enhance the F 850 GS’s character when you expect a particularly
bumpy path ahead.

Quality and features

As ever with BMW Motorrad offerings, the F 850 GS is superbly well-built. The switch gear is
satisfying to use, the hard plastics are of high quality, and the paint finish is pristine. You can also
expect lots of standard equipment, including tactile Brembo® brakes, anti-lock braking and traction
control, and two separate riding modes for dry and rainy weather. Options include the aforementioned
semi-active rear suspension, a multi-function 6.5-inch color display with Bluetooth® connectivity,
cruise control and keyless ignition. That’s not to mention the staggeringly long list of items offered via



cruise control and keyless ignition. That’s not to mention the staggeringly long list of items offered via
BMW Motorcycle Accessories and Parts.

Though the BMW F 850 GS is designed with adventure in mind, its easygoing character and
comfortable ride nonetheless make it an ideal fit for anyone seeking a fun time, even if you never
intend to veer off the smooth asphalt.
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Profile: 2019 BMW K 1600 B
Ride in style and comfort on the new BMW K 1600 B

The BMW Motorrad family of bikes is expanding its lineup with the addition of a new member: the
2019 BMW K 1600 B. Unlike many of the BMW motorcycles that are tuned for tight turns on the track
and sporty responsiveness, the K 1600 B embodies the laid-back, travelling spirit of a bagger bike and
its smooth, efficient driving style.

Driving and riding the K 1600 B

Built to glide along country lanes
on sightseeing road trips, the 2019
K 1600 B sits low and back — a
comfortable position for long rides.
The 29.5-inch seat height, low rear
framework, wide footrest plates and
curved tubular handlebars make
this bike one that forms to the
operator’s natural seating position.

The motorcycle bears a 1,649-cc
capacity six-cylinder in-line engine
that outputs a potential 160
horsepower and 129 lb-ft of torque,
but it’s tuned so that even at lower
RPM levels, notable torque and
acceleration levels can be
achieved.

A number of tools enhance
operation of the K 1600 B, including
ride-by-wire with three modes (Rain, Road and Dynamic), automatically adjusting Dynamic ESA, and
button-controlled Reverse Assist function.

Sporting a care-free style

Visually, the K 1600 B bears a striking silhouette, flaunting such design highlights as the low-angle
chopped windscreen, prominent mufflers and chrome accents. The K 1600 B offers two body paint
options: Black Storm Metallic, which matches the charcoal cladding on the bike, or Imperial Blue
Metallic, which gives the model a sophisticated splash of color.

Several tools are at your fingertips to provide an enjoyable riding experience that extends past the
scenery. The standard heated seats and multifunction display are essentials, while the available audio
system with satellite radio and Bluetooth® engages your ears with a crisp soundtrack to your journey.

If you’re planning a long-distance ride in 2019 or simply want a motorcycle with a smooth, comfortable
experience, check out the K 1600 B by BMW.
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BMW Adds M Performance Parts to the BMW S 1000
RR
BMW’s signature motorcycle receives M treatment 

BMW M has forged a reputation for adding performance parts and components to some of the most
popular BMW models. Until recently, those M Performance parts were limited to BMW cars. Now,
BMW Motorrad is equipping the S
1000 RR with M Performance
parts. 

M Performance additions

BMW recently decided to enter the
S 1000 RR in the FIM WorldSBK
Superbike championship. To give
the S 1000 RR the edge over its
competition, BMW will add an
assortment of M Performance gear
to the bike. Upgraded features
include M carbon fiber wheels, an
M Chassis Kit with rear ride height
adjustment and M sport seats.
BMW will also give the S 1000 RR
a new paint job to more closely
resemble the rest of the BMW M
lineup. Other exterior aesthetics
include the “M” logo embossed on
the motorcycle’s seat.

These M Performance parts are for more than just show. The upgraded, lightweight battery makes the
model nimbler; an adjustment needed for victory at FIM WorldSBK.

BMW’s expanded racing initiatives

The S 1000 RR’s entry into the FIM WorldSBK is just a small step in BMW’s efforts to increase its
engagement in the world of motorcycle racing. BMW will collaborate with Shaun Muir Racing during
these superbike racing events.

BMW developed these parts to help the S 1000 RR succeed during its championship run, but these M
Performance upgrades will also be available to the public via BMW’s accessories program.

With these M Performance upgrades added to BMW’s signature motorcycle, the BMW M Division is
expanding in exciting ways.
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BMW Motorrad Unveils C 400 GT
Ride longer in comfort with the brand-new BMW C 400 GT

BMW Motorrad is adding more capability to its C lineup of scooters with the world debut of the new
BMW C 400 GT at EICMA 2018 in Milan. This Gran Turismo version of the C 400 X midsize scooter
improves on its formula with a longer range and better comfort, enabling riders to enjoy trips around
the city and long rides on the
highway in equal measure. 

For power, the C 400 GT takes the
same efficiency-optimized,
single-cylinder 34-horsepower
engine from the C 400 X, as well as
its Continuously Variable
Transmission. With the same
setup, the BMW C 400 X delivers
around 67 mpg.

The C 400 GT’s suspension offers
comfort-enhancing adaptations like
a stiffer drivetrain swing arm with
an innovative bearing that
minimizes vibrations. BMW
Motorrad also tweaked the
telescopic fork in the front and
dual-spring rear struts for a better
balance of comfort and handling
dynamics. The BMW C 400 GT carries over the C 400 X’s steel tubular space frame.

The BMW C 400 GT offers many more adaptations for grand touring, such as an updated storage
system with two glove boxes and a flex-case under the seat, as well as a new backrest that provides
ample rider support. It also offers greater comfort for a passenger, replacing separate footrests with
footboards. For both driver and passenger, the C 400 GT includes increased wind and weather
protection with improved ergonomics.

Outside of its grand touring features, the C 400 GT includes advanced technology, including an
optional 6.5-inch full-color multifunctional instrument cluster with phone, music and GPS connectivity.
As standard technology, Automatic Stability Control and anti-lock braking system create a safer, more
controlled ride, and the Keyless Ride system makes a more convenient experience.

Moreover, the new C 400 GT is distinctly a BMW Motorrad product. It boasts a dynamic, yet refined
look that speaks to its high-quality craftsmanship as well as its open-road functionality. The C 400 GT
will be offered in Mookwalk Grey, Blackstorm Metallic and Alpine White.

With its highly efficient powertrain, its comfort- and grand-touring-optimized features, and its
impressive technology, the new BMW C 400 GT offers a scooter that can handle weekend trips as
easily as day-to-day urban transit.
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